
 
Title : corruption from disruption 
 
The Renaissance era was known to be an era of luxury , discovery and art: yet not all civilians could 
possibly agree. You see those who were at the bottom of the hierarchy and ‘Great Chain of Being’ I 
would guarantee to say the opposite ; those who had to fend for themselves and families working 
hard continuously but never managing to climb the ladder of wealth. Aldous Carvell – a 17 year old 
boy- was a prime representation  of these civilians who (since his ‘noble’ father died in a war 
demanded to occur by the monarch for no reason) had been working alongside his mother and 
younger sister – farming, plowing and more strenuous labour. Aldous could only dream of being able 
to relate to the exuberantly gowned and wigged gentry , hence his little trips to the guarded court 
doors : trying to see what they were up to or what flavour tea was served today . However today ( 
23rd July 1673) Aldous’ trip was slightly distinctive , yes distinctive. Usually Aldous would never spot 
the monarch in the court windows but today to his luck , he did ; the monarch was known to be a 
sensitive and out going man , so seeing him screaming and waving his arms around to a woman’s 
shadow wasn’t surprising but intriguing to Aldous . What could possibly be going on..? The monarch 
was married to the daughter of a high status ruler ( as expected ) yet she was hardly seen by the 
town ; Aldous thought to himself if they were having a minor marital dispute yet things grew more 
intense and violent until . Screams , screams and bellows , screams ,bellows and vigorous demands . 
This wasn’t a minor dispute – this was pandemonium. All Aldous could do is  return home – 
spreading rumours could have consequences . 
 
It was the next morning , sweet chirping of chicks was not what could be heard but shrilling 
announcements of the village’s roosters. “ Aldous love go feed them or they simply wont quieten 
down” advised his mother . In a swift stride , he grabbed the bucket of scraps and seeds, carelessly 
chucking it around and as soon as the bucket was empty , he lifted his head in a sharp manner to 
hear the couple in the opposite household arguing . All that crossed his somnolent mind was the 
scene he saw yesterday at the court .. “ FELLOW VILLAGERS YES EVERYONE , ITS BEEN ANNOUNCED 
THE MONARCH AND HIS LOWLY WIFE HAVE DRIVEN APART DUE TO HER ILL-MANNERED AND 
WITCHY ACTIONS , SHE’LL BE IMPRISONED FOR SUCH A THING” eagerly shouted the villages town 
crier . “ HIS HATRED AND ANGER FOR THIS WOMAN NOW MEANS EVERY OTHER GIRL , LADY AND 
WOMAN WHETHER ROYAL OR PEASANT WILL HAVE NO STATUS AND ONLY SERVE ALL MEN” . 
Everyone gasped , everyone shrieked , every innocent soul stared at their partners and families in 
fear of what this meant . Aldous grabbed his mother out of fear , aggressively shaking mothers head 
, this couldn’t happen. Why did a dispute between the monarch and his ‘ wife’ mean everyone else 
has to suffer.. but there was nothing anyone could do or hide – guards were going to be everywhere. 
 
3 months after the cataclysmic declaration , degrading every woman on the land to a life of labour 
and sorrow meant all the men , boys and even male peasants were promoted to a life of luxury . 
Every demand they made , every punishment they gave had to be accepted and if anyone was 
caught treating a woman softly – off to be executed . Aldous had woken from his chamber located in 
the court, despising every bit of it yet this is what he used to desire : why did his mother and sister 
have to suffer while he enjoyed his life ? It was torment but he couldn’t show it . The patriarchy that 
had always existed was maximised to the extreme ; inhumanity and corrupt but as always , no one 
could protest .. 
“ I’ve got to see them, I’ve got to see them both “ cried Aldous , alone to his gold detailed wardrobe . 
Curious , cunning and astute- a petit idea came to his mind , what if .. well what if he could.. 
disguise?  Restively grabbing used cloths and from his room , Aldous began tearing apart various 
pieces and cloths combining them using a needle pin from his wig and thread. Alas , it was made – a 
peasant- like feminine  gown stained with his tea and soil from the flower pot . This could allow him 
to stay in the village once again after he travels there to ‘ make demands ‘ to the women . The 



evening had passed when he finally got there in his carriage ( which he dismissed)  . It was a horrid 
sight to see , mothers and daughters digging up crops and retrieving coal for the court . Aldous 
pretended to look down upon them and seem revolted by them but he truly felt empathy and 
misery . “ Where’s Marian and Fay Carvell?” questioning a villager . He was taken to the small room 
which was assigned to his mother , sister and others . “ A-a-aldous..?” fearfully asked his mother . He 
fakingly grabbed her hand’ aggressively ‘ and took her outside behind the view of others. Without 
hesitation he told her everything that happened to him of the  last 3 months and his plan to live with 
her again ; she shook her head out of trepidation and care. “ My son , you cannot , if they find out 
you could be killed , taken away from me entirely .. I cannot risk that” . Aldous took out the disguise 
and bonnet from his satchel , allowing his mother to see he thought it through yet she was still 
paranoid . He couldn’t be separated once again ,not after seeing his mother’s green eyes of 
desperation and weak smile …  
 
 


